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In information-filtering environments, uncertainties associated with changing interests of the
user and the dynamic document stream must be handled efficiently. In this article, a filtering
model is proposed that decomposes the overall task into subsystem functionalities and
highlights the need for multiple adaptation techniques to cope with uncertainties. A filtering
system, SIFTER, has been implemented based on the model, using established techniques in
information retrieval and artificial intelligence. These techniques include document represen-
tation by a vector-space model, document classification by unsupervised learning, and user
modeling by reinforcement learning. The system can filter information based on content and a
user’s specific interests. The user’s interests are automatically learned with only limited user
intervention in the form of optional relevance feedback for documents. We also describe
experimental studies conducted with SIFTER to filter computer and information science
documents collected from the Internet and commercial database services. The experimental
results demonstrate that the system performs very well in filtering documents in a realistic
problem setting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information-filtering (IF) systems have recently gained popularity, mainly
as part of various information services based on the Internet [Edwards et
al. 1996; Oard 1996]. These systems are similar to conventional informa-
tion retrieval (IR) systems in that they aid in selecting documents that
satisfy users’ information needs. However, certain fundamental differences
do exist between IF and IR systems, making IF systems interesting and an
independent object of analysis [Belkin and Croft 1992]. IR systems are
usually designed to facilitate rapid retrieval of information units for
relatively short-term needs of a diverse population of users. In contrast, IF
systems are commonly personalized to support long-term information needs
of a particular user or a group of users with similar needs. They accomplish
the goal of personalization by directly or indirectly acquiring information
from the user. In IF systems, these long-term information needs are
represented as interest profiles (Lewis [1992a] refers to them as standing
queries), which are subsequently used for matching or ranking purposes.
The interest profiles are maintained beyond a single session and may be
modified based on users’ feedback. Another important difference has to do
with the document source. IR systems usually operate on a relatively static
set of documents, whereas IF systems are usually concerned with identify-
ing relevant documents from a continuously changing document stream.

To operate efficiently, IF systems must acquire and maintain accurate
knowledge regarding documents as well as users. The dynamic nature of
users’ interests and the document stream makes the maintenance of such
knowledge quite complex. Acquiring correct user interest profiles is diffi-
cult, since users may be unsure of their interests and may not wish to
invest a great deal of effort in creating such a profile. Acquiring informa-
tion regarding documents is also difficult, because of the size of the
document stream and the computational demands associated with parsing
voluminous texts. At any time, new topics may be introduced in the
document stream, or user’s interests related to topics may change. Further-
more, sufficiently representative documents may not be available to facili-
tate a priori analysis or training. Research on filtering, so far, has not
clarified to a significant extent how these particular problems associated
with users and documents may influence the overall filtering process.

In this article, we present both an analytical and an empirical examina-
tion of the basic problems in filtering. In our investigation here of the
demands placed on IF systems, we identify the relevant functions and
express them at a suitable abstraction level. This abstraction (we refer to it
as the model) is then implemented as a system using well-known tech-
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niques from information science and machine learning. Following this, the
performance of the resulting system is subjected to rigorous experimental
analysis to clarify the influence of major constituent functions on the
overall filtering process. The primary objective of an IF system is to
perform a mapping from a space of documents to a space of user relevance
values. This mapping, in turn, can be decomposed into a multilevel process,
where the intermediate functions involve the subproblems of representa-
tion, classification, and profile management. To ensure effective service, we
further assume that these functions must be realized under two strict
constraints. First, user intervention in the operation of the system must be
minimized. That is, the system should rely on automated techniques as
much as possible for acquiring information about documents and users.
Second, when faced with changes in documents or users’ information needs,
the system must adjust quickly with little or no degradation in perfor-
mance.

In the rest of this section, we discuss in more detail the challenges
associated with performing effective filtering while minimizing user inter-
vention and system degradation. We then identify some of the basic
problems associated with filtering and delineate our approach for address-
ing them. We conclude the section by surveying related research. In Section
2, we present our model for information filtering. A description of an
implementation of the model, named SIFTER (Smart Information Filtering
Technology for Electronic Resources), is provided in Section 3. Results of
experimental analysis conducted on SIFTER (and indirectly on the under-
lying model used) are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss
possible future extensions of SIFTER. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Section 6.

1.1 Problem Description

Uncertainties in the filtering environment—especially the dynamic nature
of users’ interests and the document stream—make it extremely difficult to
gather and maintain accurate information necessary for filtering. Rapid or
gradual changes introduced in the environment, viewed from the perspec-
tive of the filtering system, are sources of uncertainty. To manage such
uncertainties requires a high level of adaptivity on the system’s part. This
adaptivity can be achieved by applying various machine-learning tech-
niques. The overall problem of IF may then be broadly posed as learning a
map from a space of documents to the space of real-valued user relevance
factors. More precisely, denoting the space of documents as D, the objective
is to learn a map f : D 3 R such that f(d) corresponds to the relevance of a
document d. Given that such a map is known for all points in D, a finite set
of documents can always be rank-ordered and presented in a prioritized
fashion to the user.

In an IF system, f is not known a priori and has to be estimated on-line
based on queries and user feedback. This could, in principle, be accom-
plished by setting up some form of a parameterized map approximator
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(such as artificial neural networks) and updating the parameters based on
the feedback. Such a direct on-line learning of the map f, however, is
computationally intensive and requires a large number of user feedbacks,
considering the high dimensionality of any reasonable representation of the
documents. To provide a practically feasible solution to the filtering prob-
lem, we decompose the latter into two levels. The higher level represents a
classification mapping f1 from the document space to a finite number of
classes {C1, . . . , Cm} (i.e., f1 : D 3 {C1, . . . , Cm}). This mapping is
learned in an off-line setting, based on a representative database of
documents, either by using prior information concerning the classes and
examples or by automatically discovering abstractions using a clustering
technique. Hence, this higher level partitions the document space into m
equivalent classes over which user relevance is estimated. The lower level
subsequently estimates the mapping f2 describing user relevance for the
different classes (i.e., f2 : {C1, . . . , Cm} 3 R). Since f2, unlike f and f1,
deals with a finite input set of relatively few classes, the on-line learning of
f2 is not unrealistically time consuming and burdensome on the user. Thus,
the map f is being learned as the composition of f1 and f2. The decomposi-
tion of f into f1 and f2 clearly limits the maximum achievable filtering
accuracy, since a class may not correspond to a constant user interest.
However, in our experience, the resulting inaccuracy is more than ade-
quately compensated for by the substantial reduction in learning complex-
ity. If greater accuracy is desired, it can be achieved as a two-stage process.
In the first stage, a two-level map (i.e., f1 and f2) is learned as stated
before. Subsequently, a more general single-level learning scheme can be
initialized on the basis of learned f1 and f2. From then onward, the general
map can be used for ranking purposes and can be updated on the basis of
user feedback.

Decomposition of f only aids in reducing the learning complexity; it does
not eliminate it. The on-line learning problem is made even more difficult
due to the following factors:

(1) Difficulty of Representation: In general, it is not possible to represent D

exactly by a finite-dimensional space that corresponds to some features
of the documents (e.g., the relative frequencies of some predefined
keywords). Hence, any finite-dimensional representation space D9 is
merely an approximation to D, and there is always a loss of information
in the process. The area of document representation and indexing
[Salton and McGill 1983] is devoted to discovering methods for finite-
dimensional representations that minimize the information loss in
some sense. In a dynamic environment, to make the problem more
difficult, the most preferable representation scheme is also a function of
time. The choice of the representation scheme directly affects the
realization of function f1.

(2) Stochasticity of Feedback: The user relevance feedback may at certain
times appear to be random to the filtering system. This can occur due to
several reasons. First, the particular user interacting with the system
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may have uncertain needs or may not be very discriminating in
expressing his or her needs. Second, depending on the f1 chosen, the
target classes may not correspond to the way a user would normally
group documents. This may lead to the generation of different user
relevance feedback values for documents belonging to the same class.
The third and final factor relates to the difficulty described in (1). On
certain occasions, user feedback may be motivated by particular fea-
tures (e.g., keywords) in documents that are actually not part of the
underlying representation scheme. Feedback generated based on such
“missing features” would appear as random, because the system would
be unable to determine what caused such feedback.

(3) Changing Interests of the User: Due to personal or professional reasons,
a user’s interests may shift or change. These changes may happen in a
relatively short duration of time or over a long period. We refer to all
such situations as the nonstationary user case. The shifts can affect the
user’s interests partially or fully. Whatever the scope of such shifts, the
interest profile must be updated accordingly. The map f2 is directly
affected by this problem.

As mentioned earlier, due to the inherent complexity, filtering based on a
direct learning approach is very difficult to accomplish in an efficient
fashion. Decomposition allows us to isolate more specific problems, and we
solve them by relying on existing and newly developed approaches. The
main contributions of this article can now be summarized as follows:

—We present a general model of filtering. As a way to reduce complexity,
the architecture of the model incorporates multilevel functional decompo-
sition and supports generality through modularity. It admits application
of virtually any preferred techniques for basic tasks involving represen-
tation, classification, and profile management.

—The idea of learning is made central to the filtering process. We show
how learning techniques can support the high degree of adaptivity
required while minimizing user intervention. We apply learning tech-
niques for acquiring information about both documents and users. To
support adaptation to changes in the document stream, an unsupervised
cluster discovery method is used. A reinforcement learning algorithm
with very low overhead is used for user interest profile acquisition.

—We demonstrate how representation can be conducted on a dynamic
stream of text. The method provides a high degree of control in determin-
ing what content to capture and what to ignore. The classification process
is also designed to be flexible. The set of classes (i.e., the target of f1) can
easily be changed by invocation of a relearning process. Both of these
features allow convenient tuning of the filter to minimize user interven-
tion.

—We describe a method to handle profile degradation due to shifts in user
interests. Graceful handling of interest shifts without requiring addi-
tional data from the user is supported by the method. It is capable of
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